FOURTH CORRIGENDUM TO THE NON-AUTHENTIC TEXTS
OF THE SCHEDULES TO THE
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

QUATRIEME CORRIGENDUM AUX TRADUCTIONS DES LISTES
ANNEXEES A L'ACCORD GENERAL SUR LES
TARIFS DOUANIERS ET LE COMMERCE

CORRIGENDUM

Page 23
Supprimer ce qui suit:
"Position ex 91
Le numéro doit se lire:
"88a"  "

Page 25
Item 0602 B 4a
The word "other" should read "Other"

Page 26
Item 0701 N
The word "Cucumber" should read "Cucumbers"

Item 0812
Insert before the words "of melons" the word "rinds"

Item 1206 ex D
The word "pips" should read "Pips"

Item 8206
Delete the comma after the words "pot-herbs"